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Searching Medline effectively

NOBHOJIT ROY, USHA SUNIL

INTRODUCTION
Every month, more than 4000 medical journals are published
worldwide. There are at least 200 journals which only summarize
and review the rest. The abstracts for all the articles published in
these journals are available free from Medline through the popular
PubMed site. However, only 10%-15% of the material that
appears today will subsequently prove to be of lasting scientific
value.'

The first part of this article? dealt with the evolution of free
Medline. Why pay for Medline;' when it is available for free? It is
not for the content and access that one pays, but forthe efficiency
of the search engine, which is why paid Medline such as OVID
remains popular in spite of free Medline access (since 1997).
However, since March 2000, PubMed has revamped its searching
abilities and, with a little help of syntax and commands, is almost
as good as OVID in its efficiency and features. A membership of
the British Medical Association comes bundled with access to the
OVID (paid) Medline. Until that happens in India, the excellent
Entrez-Publvled" will continue to be the most popular way to
access the Medline database.

This article is targeted at clinicians who are busy, have limited
time and access to the Internet and computer facilities, who will
search the Medline only occasionally and who find it a frustrating
experience-which essentially, includes all of us. Searches are
like finding a washer in a junkyard. Precious time is lost doing
inefficient searches and getting a poor yield.

If you are searching the Medline, you are, perhaps, in one of
these situations.'

Situation One: You know what you are after (Research or
systematic review)

The pre-thought is the most important step for a good yield. No
computer will aid you in this process. You have to think up the
keywords, which are relevant to your search.

Situation Two: You know exactly the article you are searching
Your best bet is the Citation matcher. It is a fill-in-the-blank

form.

Situation Three: You want to know 'more' about a particular
topic

This situation usually arises when you are looking for 'general'
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COMMON OMISSIONS

- Synonyms/aliases: For the lack of a common con-
vention, there are some articles on Koch's and some
on Tuberculosis, some on 'Pyrexia of unknown origin'
and some on 'Fever of unknown origin'.
Many terms are mapped onto each other, but do not

assume it.

Plurals: 'Breast' will not yield disease of 'Breasts'. It
is best to use wild cards.

American spellings: While most medical terms have
been mapped to their American, English and Latin
counterparts, quite often, there is a difference be-
tween 'oesphageal strictures' and 'esophageal stric-
tures'.

information on the Medline, which is not your own area of
expertise, just as you would want to refer to a textbook of another
specialty in a library, e.g. 'the current treatment protocols for
tuberculosis of the spine'. You should perhaps start with sites on
the net, which allow access to the online textbook, e.g. www.
harrissonsonline. com, www.mdconsult.com, www.emedicine.
com. If you use broad terms such as 'tuberculosis spine', the
Medline will retrieve an avalanche of information, most of which
would be irrelevant-a very inefficient way to browse for
information. Most of the important articles which have appeared
5-6 years ago would have found their way to a textbook, year book
or a review article. You must therefore restrict the search to the last
5 years of Medline. In addition, it would be useful to limit it by
using the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) vocabulary
subheadings which you can search more effectively. 'Limit'ing
your search to review articles would also be helpful.

Some tips for easier navigation through this jungle of medical
literature are given below.'

SEARCHING, LIMITING AND REFINING STRATEGIES
Basic features
PubMed is the clinician's database for Medline. The other data-
bases are predominantly for researchers. Figure 1 shows how the
welcome screen looks. The various Databases are on the top row.
The middle row has the Query box while the bottom row is the
Features bar, for fine tuning the search. The middle and bottom
rows are described in detail.

Search method
The PubMed is designed for the occasional user and for maximum
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FIG1. The welcome screen of PubMed

citations. It uses 'Automatic Term mapping'. Once a set of words
are entered into the query box, PubMed does the following:

It matches these words with the MeSH vocabulary, then with
its journal list, followed by a phrase list and then the author index.
If no match is found, PubMed breaks apart the phrase and repeats
the process. If there is no match, it combines the terms together and
searches again. If there is still no match, you have probably made
a spelling mistake! Yet, it is reported that there are occasional
spelling mistakes in Medline too, so there may be some articles,
which contain the misspelt word."

Author names
The format in which the names are to be entered is the last name-
space-initials (without punctuation), e.g. Schwartz si, nundy s.
PubMed automatically truncates the author's name to account for
varying initials (S K Nundy / S N Nundy / etc.). To turn off this
feature of automatic truncation, when you are sure of the author's
initial, you can put it in double quotes: "nundy sk", The @ symbol
after the first initial, e.g. nundy s@ will retrieve only: nundy s.

Journal browser
The Journal Browser is used to search for journals by the journal
title, title abbreviation or the International Standard Serial Num-
ber (ISSN). The list of journals, with links to full-text, is also
included in the browser if the journal supports full-text. A list of
all journals that are included in the PubMed database can also be
downloaded, in various formats. You may type in the full name of
the journal, the Medline abbreviation (which is not easy to
remember), or the ISSN number (standardized international code).

Additional search commands
Truncation (finding all terms that begin with a given text

string). Place an asterisk at the end of a term to search for all terms
that begin with that word. For instance surg* will find all terms
that begin with the letters surg, e.g. surgery, surgeon, surgical, etc.
PubMed searches for the first 150 variations of a truncated term.
Phrases that include a space in a word after the asterisk will not be
included; for example, infection* includes infections, but not
infection control. Truncation turns off automatic term mapping
and the automatic explosion of a MeSH term. For example, heart
attack* will not map to the MeSH term, Myocardial Infarction or
include any of the more specific terms, e.g. Myocardial Stunning;
Shock, Cardiogenic.

Phrase searching (forcing PubMed to search for a phrase).
PubMed consults a phrase index and groups terms into logical
phrases. For example, if you enter muscular dystrophy, PubMed
recognizes these two words as a phrase and searches it as a single
entity. However, it is possible that PubMed may fail to find a
phrase that is essential to a search. For example, if you enter,
'single cell' and it is not in the Phrase list PubMed searches for
'single' and 'cell' separately. To force PubMed to search for a
specific phrase enter double quotes (" ") around the phrase, e.g.,
"single cell". Unlike OVID, PubMed does not actually perform
adjacency searching, but uses a list of recognized phrases against

which the search terms are matched. If your search phrase is not
on the list of recognized phrases, then the double quotes are
ignored and the phrase is processed using automatic term map-
ping. Your phrase may actually appear in the citation and abstract
data, yet not be on the phrase list. When you enclose a phrase in
double quotes, PubMed will not perform an automatic term
mapping. For example, "health planning" will include citations
that are indexed to the MeSH term, Health Planning, but will not
include the more specific terms, e.g. health care rationing, health
care reform, health plan implementation and so on, that are
included with the automatic MeSH mapping.

Stopwords typed into the query box are ignored, e.g. during, a,
latter, presently, though, about, each, previously, through, above,
etc.

Boolean operators (Using AND, OR, NOT): AND picks
articles which contain all the keywords; OR picks an article which
has at least one of the keywords; NOT excludes articles with the
keyword.

EXAMPLES FOR THE USE OF BOOLEAN
OPERATORS
Fairy tale AND (Princess OR 'they lived happily ever
after')

-will pick all fairy tales which either have a prin-
cess in them, or contain the phrase 'they lived happily
ever after'

Fairy tale AND Princess NOT Frogs
-similarly, all fairy tales which have a princess in

them will be chosen, but the ones which have frogs in
them will be rejected.

Hypertension AND (Diltiazem OR Nifedipine)
-will pick all citations dealing with Hypertension

which mention either or both of these two drugs.

PubMed processes all Boolean connectors in a left-to-right
sequence. They must be entered in upper case. You can change the
order by which PubMed processes a search statement by enclosing
individual concepts in parentheses. The terms inside the set of
parentheses will be processed as a unit and then incorporated into
the overall strategy, e.g. lymphoma AND (Hodgkin's OR non-
Hodgkin's).

If PubMed finds a phrase within a search strategy string that
uses unqualified terms it will automatically search the terms as a
phrase rather than simply combining the individual words.

Details
This feature lets you view your search strategy as it was translated
using PubMed's automatic term mapping, search rules and syn-
tax. From Details, you can save a search strategy or edit the search
strategy and resubmit it. The Details window also contains error
messages and notes.

Editing your search in Details. The PubMed Query box shows
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the actual search strategy and syntax used to run the search.
Beneath this box, the Result number hyperlink displays the total
number of matches for the current search. To return to the current
search results screen, click this link or use the 'Back' function of
your Web browser. The Translations area has details on how each
term was translated using PubMed' s search rules and syntax, and
the User Query area shows the search terms as you entered them
in the query box. To edit the search strategy in the PubMed Query
box, click in the box to add or delete terms and then click Search.

Saving a search strategy from Details. From the Details
window, use the URL button to display the current search strategy
as a URL and then bookmark the URL for future use.

USEFUL SERVICES
MeSH browser
MeSH is the National Library ofMedicine 's controlled vocabulary.
It is used to index citations primarily to reflect the subject content.
PubMed's MeSH Browser is available on PubMed' s sidebar menu.
This browser helps you find MeSW terms that you may want to
select and use in your searches. The browser provides information
about each term and displays them in a hierarchical structure. In
addition, users can directly attach subheadings and limit terms to a
MeSH Major Term. When you enter a term that is not a valid MeSH
term, the MeSH Browser will check against the MeSH Mappings
and display the associated MeSH term.

Citation matcher
The Citation Matcher options allow you to find the citation or the
PubMed ID of any article in the PubMed database using biblio-
graphic information. Use the Single Citation Matcher to look for
a single citation. This feature is a fill-in-the-blank form that lets
you enter journal citation information to locate a single citation, or
items from a particular volume or issue of a journal. The Batch
Citation Matcher allows you to retrieve the PubMed IDs for
many articles all at once. This feature requires you to enter the
bibliographic information (journal, volume, page, etc.) in a spe-
cific format.

Clinical queries
This is a useful feature and is a specialized search query with built-
in search research methodology filters intended for clinicians.
Four study categories or filters are provided: therapy, diagnosis,
aetiology and prognosis. Two emphasis categories or filters are
provided: sensitivity (includes not only relevant articles but also
some less relevant ones) and specificity (more precise articles,
with less retrieval).

ADV ANCED FEATURES
The Features Bar (Fig. 2)

Limits Preview /Index History Clipboard

FIG2. The Features Bar
Limits
The most important use of the Limits in the clinical setting is when
we are finding out more about a general topic (Fig. 3).

To use limits in your search click on the word 'Limits'. This
will display the options you can select for limiting your search. If
you make a selection and either run a search or move to another
screen, there will be a box with a check in it next to the word
'Limits' to indicate that the limits have been selected. If you run
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Limited to:

IAll Fieldsl o only items with abstracts

IPublication Types I ILanguages I I Subsets I
IAges I IHuman or Animal I IGender I
IEntrez Date I

Fromo=[] To 0=[]I Publication Date I
Use the format YYYY IMMlDD; month and day are optional

FIG3. Pull-down menu for Limits

any searches, the limits in effect appear in a yellow bar above the
Display button. The Check Box next to Limits is there to indicate
that limits have been selected. Limits make it easy for you to limit
your retrieval by language, publication type, gender, age group,
and human v. animal. If you have used limits in your search and
want to try the same search without limits, you can click on the
check box next to Limits. This will remove the check and turn off
the limits for your next search.

Field selection. You may limit your search terms to a specific
search field. All Fields is the default for searching. To select a
specific field, click the All Fields pull-down menu and select a
search field.

Only items with abstracts. You may limit your retrieval only to
citations that contain an abstract by using the check box next to
only items with abstracts. Citations to articles published prior
to 1975 do not include abstracts.

Publication types. This another useful feature, when doing a
search on a general topic. Here you may limit your retrieval to
clinical trials or review articles. The available selections are:

• Clinical trial
• Editorial
• Letter
• Meta-analysis
• Practice guideline
• Randomized controlled trial
• Review

Languages. PubMed indexes journals published in approxi-
mately 40 languages. The languages pull-down menu contains a
list of frequently searched languages. If you do not select a
language, PubMed will not limit your retrieval by language.
Though most scientific articles have an English abstract, it is not
always so.

Ages, Gender, Human selections can further refine your search.
Subsets. The subsets pull-down menu allows you to limit your

retrieval to one of the following subsets contained within PubMed:
MEDLINE, PreMEDLINE and citations that are electronically
supplied by publishers directly into PubMed (the majority ofthese
quickly convert to PreMEDLINE and finally MEDLINE records).

Dates. PubMed contains citations published dating back to
1966 and new citations are added daily. The Entrez Date is the date
the citation was added to PubMed. The Publication Date is the
date the article was published (the more useful date). In a general
search, if you are looking for 'current drug therapy in tuberculosis
of the spine', it would be appropriate to restrict the date to about
five years ago. If you do not specify a date range, PubMed searches
for citations to articles back to 1966.
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Preview/Index
To preview the number of results before displaying the citations,
type your term(s) in the query box and click Preview. Preview
displays the number of citations in your search results. To refine
your search strategy, add another term to the existing term(s) in the
query box and click Preview. The additional terms will be
combined with the existing terms, and the new search with the
new number of citations will be displayed. Continue adding terms
until your strategy is complete. To display your results, click on the
result number (hypertext) in the Preview display.

To search for terms from specific search fields use the Add
Term(s) to the Query text box. Select a search field from the All
Fields pull-down menu and enter a term in the text box. Boolean
operators can be added at this stage to refine your search. Click
AND, OR, or NOT to add the term to the query box with the
appropriate search field tag, or click Preview to see the number of
results.

You can also use Index to select from a list of terms within a
search field. Select a search field from the All Fields pull-down
menu, enter a term in the box, and click Index. PubMed displays
an alphabetical list of terms in the Index for the selected search
field. The number of citations in PubMed that contain the term
appears in parentheses to the right of the term. You can scroll up
or down the list, or click Up or Down to move in the Index.

For example, to see the MeSH terms beginning with 'pan-
creatitis' , select MeSH terms from the All Fields pull-down menu,
enter the term pancreatitis in the text box, and click Index. Scroll
down in the Index box, highlight the MeSH term 'pancreatitis
management', and click AND to add it to the query box.

History
History is another paid Medline feature now incorporated into
PubMed, which holds all your search strategies and results. It is
good for regular users to develop their search strategies. You can
see your search History by clicking on History from the Features
bar. History is only available after you run your first search, and
it lists and numbers your searches in the order in which they were
run. It displays the search number, your search query, the time of
search, and the number of citations in your results. To view the
results from a search, click on the number of results.

You can combine searches or add additional terms to an
existing search by using the pound/number sign (#) before the
search number, e.g. #2 AND #6, or #3 AND (drug therapy OR
diet therapy). Once you have entered a revised search strategy in
the query box, click Go to view the search results. Click Clear
History to remove all searches from the History screen and the
Preview/Index screen. The maximum number of queries held in
History is 100. Once the maximum number is reached, PubMed
will remove the oldest search from the History to add the most
current search.

The Search History will be lost after one hour of inacti vity on
PubMed which uses cookies to keep a history of your searches. In
order for you to use this feature your web browser must be set to
accept cookies.

Clipboard
Like the Clipboard of Windows applications, you can use it to cut
and paste selected citations from one search or several searches.
The great advantage of using the PubMed Clipboard (although
slower) is that Citations in the Clipboard are represented by the
search number #0 which may be used in Boolean search state-
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ments. For example, to limit the citations you have collected in the
Clipboard to citations in the English language use the following
search: #0 AND English [Ia]. This does not affect or replace the
Clipboard contents.

After you add your citations to the Clipboard you may then
want to use the print, save or order buttons. The maximum number
of items that can be placed in the Clipboard is 500. Once you have
added items to the Clipboard, you can click on Clipboard from the
Features bar to view your selections.

Add to Clipboard. To place an item in the Clipboard, click on
the check box to the left of the citation and then click Add to the
Clipboard. Once you have added a citation to the Clipboard, the
Record Number colour will change to green.

Note: If you click Add to the Clipboard without selecting
citations using the check box, PubMed will add all (up to 500
citations) of your search results to the Clipboard.

The Clipboard will be lost after one hour of inacti vity. PubMed
uses cookies to add your selections to the Clipboard. In order to use
this feature your web browser must be set to accept cookies.

Saving/rom the Clipboard. Citations are initially displayed in
the summary format in the order they were added. Use Sort to
change the order. You can select all or individual citations to
display or save in one of the citation display formats. Select the
desired format from the pull-down menu, click Save to save your
selections to a file, or use the Print feature of your web browser to
print the citations. Printing from your web browser will only print
the information and citations listed on the web page. You may also
display citations as plain text without the sidebar menu and
toolbars by clicking the Text button. This is perhaps the most cost-
effective way to print the citations. It can be quite cumbersome to
read more than 20 citations off the computer screen.

Note: Your results may be on more than one page. PubMed
will retain your selections from all the pages of your results. To
mark specific citations to save, click on the check box to the left of
each citation and continue to page through your results. Use Save
to save all the selected citations to a file.

Sort. To sort citations by author, journal or publication date,
click on the Sort pull-down menu to select a sort field, then click
Display. Publication Date sorts the most recent citations first, the
secondary sort is the journal. Author andjournal sorts are from A
to Z, the secondary sort is based on date of publication.

Deleting citations/rom the clipboard. You can delete citations
from your Clipboard. To mark citations for deletion, click on the
check box to the left of the citation and click Remove from the
Clipboard. To empty your entire Clipboard, do not mark any of the
citations, simply click on Remove from Clipboard.

Cubby
Another paid Medline feature, called Cubby in PubMed, is quite
powerful if used well. The Cubby stores search strategies, that
may be updated at any time. It saves you a lot of time in the
searches for your favourite topics and keeps you updated on the
latest additions to PubMed. Our experience, however, was that it
worked erratically. Perhaps the teething problems are still being
sorted out. In order for you to use this feature, your web browser
must be set to accept cookies and you need to register for it (again
a free service).

What's new strategy
This feature updates your previous search, since the last time you
searched this topic and makes it relavant for today.
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DISPLAYING, SAVING AND PRINTING STRATEGIES
PubMed displays your search results in batches, the default is 20
citations per page. The most recent articles are displayed first. The
entire table must be received at your computer before it can be
displayed by your browser. (In the old PubMed, this technique
was not used and your computer could begin displaying the top
part of the page even before the bottom had been received.) To
reduce your waiting time, keep the number of citations per page to
~20. The Show pull-down menu allows you to increase the
number of citations displayed on a single page up to a maximum
of 500 items.

Click the Display button. PubMed will display your citations
again according to your selection. PubMed citations are initially
displayed in a summary format.

Display formats
Your citations can be displayed in any of the following formats.

Summary: This format may include: Author name(s), title,
journal source, record status (for in-process or publisher-
supplied citations), indication if the article is a non-English
publication type for review or retracted publication, 'No abstract
available' notation, and PubMed and MEDLINE Unique Iden-
tifiers (PMID).

Brief Author name, first 30 characters of the title, and the
PMID.

Abstract. This format may include: the journal source, record
status for in-process or publisher-supplied citations, title, indica-
tion if article is not in English, authors, author affiliation, abstract
(if present), publication types (except for the journal article pub-
lication type), personal name as subject, erratum, retraction,
comments, and PMID.

Citation. This format may include: Journal source, record
status for in-process or publisher supplied citations, title, indica-
tion if the 'article is not in English, Authors, Author Affiliation,
Abstract (if present), publication types (except for the journal
article publication type), erratum, retraction, comments, MeSH
terms, personal name as subject, chemical substances, SI-databank
accession numbers, grant numbers, and PMID.

MEDLINE. Two-character tagged field format for the complete
MEDLINE record. Use this format to download records into
bibliographic management software programmes.

Text. You may display citations as plain text without the
sidebar menu and toolbars by clicking on the Text button. To
display citations in a different format, choose the desired format
from the pull-down menu, and click Text. To return to yourresults
in PubMed, use your browser's Back button.

Display order
Citations in PubMed are displayed in Entrez Date order-last in,
first out. The Entrez date is the date that a record was initially
added to PubMed and should not be confused with the publication
date which is the date an article was published.

The Related Articles link displays citations in a ranked order
from the most to the least relevant by comparing the citation you
linked from.

Saving
The PubMed Save function creates a text file of your PubMed
citations on your computer. The Save button is available on
screens with search results. You can save entire search results or
selected citations. If you don't select specific citations before
clicking on the Save button, you will create a file on your computer
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that will contain the entire search results up to a maximum of
10 000 items.

You can also save citations collected from multiple searches
by using the Add to Clipboard feature. The Clipboard holds a
maximum of 500 items. When you save a file, your browser will
prompt you to direct where this file should be placed on your
computer, and also gives you the opportunity to rename the file
to something more meaningful rather than the default name.
Consider changing the *.fcgi extension to *.txt if you wish to
open the file in a text editor or word processing package.

Saving entire search results. The default for the Save feature
is to save the entire retrieval, up to 10 000 items, unless you
specifically select citations. For example, if you use the Save
button on a screen displaying 1-20 items of 2356 citations, your
saved file will contain all 2356 citations. Use the Display pull-
down menu to select a format. Click Save and your items will be
saved in this format as plain text.

Saving citations from multiple searches. Use the Add to Clip-
board function to either add the entire search results or selected
items to the Clipboard. The Clipboard can contain up to 500 items.
When ready to Save, click on the Clipboard link to go to that screen.
Use the Display pull-down menu to select a format. Click Save and
your items will be saved in this format as plain text. Saving a large
retrieval may take several minutes.

Saving citations in HTMLformat. Use the Save as ... function
of your browser. Change the file extension to html. You will only
save the citations displayed on the screen so you may wish to use
the Show function and Text button to adjust your display as
needed.

Printing
Printing a saved text file (* .txt) is perhaps the best way to print out
the citations. Most users prefer printing out the citations/abstracts,
as it is easier to read reams and reams of paper than screen after
screen of computer display of technical text. If you print directly
from your Web browser, only the citations displayed on the current
page will be printed. Each page will have to be printed separately
at the rate of20 citations per page, at one time. The sidebar and the
colours will show on the printout, which is a waste. If you must
print this way, consider using Show to increase the number of
documents per page so that a maximum number of documents is
displayed on one page (maximum: 500 per page).

Printing selected citations. You may want to print selected
items from one or more searches on a single page. You can do this
by collecting them in PubMed's Clipboard in the following
manner:

I. Click on the box next to each citation you want and then click
on Add to Clipboard. The Clipboard can hold up to 500 items.

2. When you are ready to print, click on the Clipboard link to go
there.

3. Within the Clipboard, display the citations in the format and
sort order you want to print.

4. Use your browser's Print function to print the page.

Note: You may also wish to display your citations as Text to
remove the sidebar menu and toolbars prior to printing your
results.

Ordering
Order allows you to order the full-text copy of an article from

a library in your area using the Order Documents feature of
PubMed.
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Note: Prior to using this programme you must establish an
agreement with a Loansome Doc participating library.

Links
ReLated PubMed articles Link. Each citation in PubMed has a

link that will retrieve a pre-calculated set ofPubMed citations that
are closel y related to the selected article. Click on Related Articles
to the right of each citation to display the related set of articles.
PubMed creates this set by comparing words from the title,
abstract and MeSH terms using a powerful word-weighted algo-
rithm. Citations are displayed in rank order from most to least
relevant with the linked from citation displayed first.

LinkOut. LinkOut allows publishers and other Web resources
to display links to their sites on items from the Entrez databases.
These links can take you to the provider's site to obtain the full text
of articles or related resources, e.g. consumer health information.
There may be a fee to access the text or information. The current
list of LinkOut providers does not include any Indian publishing
source.

The LinkOut format displays links (if available) by broad
categories (e.g. Literature), and then by subject categories, se-
lected by the LinkOut provider. Full-text provider links also
include the form of the article available (e.g. full-textPDF). Links
with an asterisk indicate the LinkOut provider requires a subscrip-
tion, membership, or fee for access.

Note: Links are supplied by the providers; corrections and
changes to links are made by the providers.

Ordering fuLLtext articles
All is well up to this point. You have searched, saved and printed
efficiently. Having found the abstract interesting, you need the full
text article and most probably it is not available on the net. This is
where the problem begins in India. There is no one-stop inter-
library loan system in India, which will provide full text articles,
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even for a fee as a centralized database of journals coming to
various libraries in India. Therefore, there is no wayan Indian
doctor can find a library in the country or in his city, which receives
the journal in which the article has been published. Also, there is
a two month delay in receiving the print copies of most journals by
Indian subscribers. A strong case has been made to establish an
agreement with the Loansome Doc (or a similar service) partici-
pating library scheme on a national basis. There is a definite need
though it is very difficult to estimate the national requirement. The
rates for receiving articles from the foreign libraries are prohibi-
tive. Some of the current rates available internationally are:

Chinese University of Hong Kong
From its own library: US$ 6.50 per article
From some other library: US$ 15.50. It would be sent bye-mail or
by post. Fax would cost an additional US$ 1 per page.

From the UK
One article-airmail or Ariel® delivery: £ 7.25; Fax delivery:
£ 9.85

Requesting the original author, though cumbersome, seems
the only reasonably priced way to get full text articles.
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INNOVATIONS IN RURAL SURGERY

Many health care personnel in India use their ingenuity to create, modify, improve or even invent an idea, instrument, method or
technique of health care that makes health care more economical, effective, appropriate or simple. Most of these remain unreported
and unrecognized thus robbing other practitioners the opportunity to use these for the benefit of their patients.

The Association of Rural Surgeons of India (ARSI) wishes to recognize such innovations and offers cash prizes too. The
innovator mayor may not be a medical personnel, but the innovation itself must be useful in rural surgical practice.

For more information, please contact:

DR SANJAY SmVADE, HONY. SECRETARY ARSI
Savitri HospitaL, Lonand, KhandaLa 415521

Maharashtra ./.


